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ABSTRACT 

An electron wavefuction's phase distribution can now be precisely 
measured to l/100th of the electron wavelength using both electron 
holography and a "coherent" field-emission electron beam. This 
technique has opened up a new way to conduct thought experiments once 
regarded as experimentally impossible and also allows the ultra-fine 
measurement of material structures and field distributions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Neutron and electron beams can be used to directly demonstrate and test the 
predictions of quantum mechanics. In fact, they have enabled the detection of 
several kinds of phase shift due to quantum-mechanical phenomena. For example, 
neutron beams have been used to demonstrate the spinorial nature of fermions and 
the interaction of neutron waves with the earth's gravitation and rotation, and 
electron beams have been used to demonstrate the Aharonov-Bohm effect. There is 
no doubt that this field of massive particle interferometry will progress further with 
the development of brighter sources and high-precision interferometry techniques. 
In this paper, electron interference experiments are introduced in the anticipation 
that new and exciting neutron experiments will be performed 

Conventional electron microscopy uses the intensity of an electron beam to 
observe specimens. However, it has recently become easier to measure the relative 
phase of an electron wavefunction now that a two-beam electron interference 
pattern can be directly observed on a fluorescent screen as a result of the 
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development of the electron biprism1) and a coherent field-emission electron 
beam2\ Before mese developments, interference patterns could only be recorded on 
film after a long exposure time in conventional electron microscopes. Furthermore, 
phases can now be measured with an accuracy of 1/100th of a wavelength using 
electron holography3,4). Due to this development, even thought experiments in 
fundamental physics have become experimentally feasible. In addition, the 
microscopic structure of materials at atomic scales and the microscopic distributions 
of electromagnetic fields can now be detected. 

ELECTRON INTERFERENCE 

—Demonstration of Wave-Particle Duality-
One of the predictions of quantum mechanics is that it is possible to perform a 

Young's double-slit experiment with electrons even if only one particle passes 
through the apparatus at time. Feynman5* referred to such an experiment as 
"impossible, absolutely impossible to explain in any classical way, and has in it the 
heart of quantum mechanics. This experiment has never been done in just this way, 
since the apparatus would have to be made on an impossibly small scale." 

However, such an experiment has now become feasible6) in a field-emission 
electron microscope equipped with an electron biprism1) and a two-dimensional 
position-sensitive electron counting system7* (see Fig. 1). Electrons emitted from a 
field-emission tip pass through the biprism, are detected by the electron counting 
system, and can then be displayed arriving one by one on a TV monitor. When 
there are few electrons, their distribution on the monitor seems quite random (see 
Fig. 2(a)). However, as the number increases, an interference pattern formed as if 
by two electron waves passing through both sides of the biprism becomes 
recognizable (Fig. 2(c), (d), and (e)). Even when the electron arrival rate is as low 
as 10 electrons/sec over the entire field of view, so that at most only a single 
electron exists at a time, the accumulation of single electrons still forms the 
interference pattern as shown in Fig. 2(e), as if the single electrons had passed 
through both sides of the biprism. 

In quantum-mechanical terms, two partial electron waves overlap to interfere 
on the observation plane forming a probability interference pattern. When detected, 
the two overlapped partial electron waves can be observed as a single electron, 
never as two. It is interpreted that the measurement makes the extended 
wavefunction collapse into a single point instantly. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram 
of single-electron 
interference experiment. 

Fig. 2. Single-electron build up of the electron 
interference pattern: (a) N = 10, (b) N = 100, 
(c) N = 3000, (d) N = 20000, and (e) N = 70000. 
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AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT 

Another strange phenomenon in quantum mechanics is the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) 
effect8^, which describes the fundamental interactions of electron waves with 
electromagnetic fields. The AB effect states that electrons can be physically 
influenced by a magnetic field without actually entering it. For example, if two 
electron waves travel in field-free regions on both sides of an infinite solenoid, the 
electron waves are physically influenced producing relative phase shift (see Fig. 3). 
Aharonov and Bohm attributed this effect to the vector potential surrounding the 
solenoid, in which the circulation integral does not vanish but is equal to the 
magnetic flux inside the solenoid. This effect is purely quantum-mechanical, since 
electrons pass through only field-free regions and therefore no force is exerted on 
them. Although the AB effect is a straightforward consequence of the Schrodinger 
equation, it was the center of a long controversy until recently, since it is so 
contradictory to conventional wisdom that various assertions have been made 
concerning its physical implications and even its existence. 

The significance of this effect increased in the late 1970's9), when the theory of 
gauge fields was revived as the most probable candidate for the unified theory of all 
fundamental interactions in nature. In this theory, vector potentials are extended to 
gauge fields and regarded as fundamental physical quantities. The AB effect 
demonstrates the physical reality of gauge fields. 

A: Vector 
potential 

(B=rot A) 

Magnetic _ 
field QS)^ 

Electron source 

Screen 

Solenoid 

A* : Phase difference 
.1 

Interference 
pattern 

Fig. 3. Aharonov-Bohm effect. 
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Of a series of experiments we made, the last is considered to be the most 
conclusive, and is introduced here. Instead of a straight solenoid, a toroidal 
ferromagnet was used. An infinite solenoid is experimentally unattainable, but an 
ideal geometry can be achieved by a finite toroidal magnet10\ Furthermore, the 
toroidal magnet was covered with a superconducting niobium layer to completely 
confine the magnetic field. 

A sample with such a complicated structure should be smaller than the 
transverse coherence length of an electron beam, 10 urn, say, and thus should be 
fabricated with the most advanced photolithography techniques. The resultant 
sample is shown in Fig. 4. 

The relative phase shift was measured between two electron waves passing 
through the inside of the hole and outside the toroid at 5 K U ) . Measurements were 
made for many samples with different magnetic flux values. However, only two 
phase shifts, 0 or 7C, were observed, as shown in Fig. 5. The conclusion is obvious ~ 
a relative phase shift of n is produced even when the magnetic field is confined 
within the superconductor and is shielded from the electron beam. This proves that 
the AB effect exists. 

But why is the phase shift either 0 or 7t? This quantization of the phase shift 
provides key evidence for the complete shielding of the magnetic field by the 
covering superconductor: When a magnetic flux is completely surrounded by a 
superconductor, the magnetic flux is quantized in hl2e units. Since a magnetic flux 
of hl2e produces a phase shift of %, the relative phase shift is 0 or n depending on 
whether the number of trapped flux quanta is even or odd. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Toroidal magnet covered wim superconductor: 
(a) Scanning electron micrograph, and (b) Schematic diagram. 
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MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATION 

The AB effect tells us that a phase shift of 2re is produced between two electron 
beams enclosing a magnetic flux of hie. It can therefore be concluded that an 
electron interference micrograph displays the flow of magnetic flux directly and 
quantitatively12*: Contour fringes in the micrograph indicate magnetic lines of force, 
and a magnetic flux of hie flows between each pair of adjacent contour fringes. It 
has actually become possible to make such electron interference micrographs using 
an electron holography process4*, which consists of forming an electron hologram 
with a coherent field-emission electron beam and reconstructing an optical image 
with a laser beam. 

An example of an interference micrograph is shown in Fig. 6. The specimen is 
a fine particle of cobalt. When observed with an electron microscope which 
displays the intensity of the transmitted electron beam, only the triangular outline 
can be observed. However, in this interference micrograph, two kinds of fringes 
appear. Those parallel to the three edges indicate that the thickness increases 
linearly to 550 A from the edges, and those in the inner region where the thickness 
is uniform indicate magnetic lines of force. The smoothly rotating magnetization 
becomes observable at a glance even in such a fine particle. 

Fig. 5. Electron interferograms indicating relativephase shift: 
(a) Phase shift = 0, and (b) Phase shift = %. 
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Since the flux itself is observed, its dynamic behavior can be observed13^. In 
this case, after electron holograms were dynamically recorded on videotape, an 
interference micrograph of each frame was numerically reconstructed, and again 
recorded on videotape. Although off-line, flux dynamics could be observed with a 
time resolution of 1/30 of a second. 

Fig. 6. Interference micrograph of Co fine particle. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 7. Dynamic observation of trapped flux lines near Tc: (a) 0 seconds, 
(b) 0.13 seconds later, and (c) 1.33 seconds later. 
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The experiment was carried out as follows. Trapped fluxes in a 
superconducting Pb thin film remained stationary at 5 K. However, when the 
sample temperature was raised, the flux diameter gradually increased. Just below 
the critical temperature, the flux began to move. Fig. 7 shows a section from the 
videotape which recorded this movement. 

Three fluxons in the upward direction are trapped in the superconductor and 
their magnetic lines of force can be seen in Fig. 7 (a). At 0.13 seconds, the fluxons 
moved suddenly to the left after only the lapse of a single frame. Two upward 
fluxons and two downward fluxons are connected by magnetic lines. At 1.33 
seconds, downward fluxons moved to the right and only a broad single magnetic 
line remained. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The advent of a coherent electron beam has opened up a new way to visualize 
the phase distribution of the electron wavefunction. This technique has enabled 
thought experiments in fundamental physics to be actually carried out, and provides 
a new way of observing microscopic objects and fields. 
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